
PART 2: SOUND LOCALISAITON AND THE AUDITORY SCENE 
Overview of Questions: -What makes it possible to tell where a sound is coming from in space?  
-When we are listening to a number of musical instruments playing at the same time, how can we 
perceptually separate the sounds coming from the different instruments?  
-Why does music sound better in some concert halls than in others? 
-Where do sounds come from; done through auditory localization 
 
Auditory Localization: Auditory space - surrounds an observer and exists wherever there is sound  
-Researchers study how sounds are localized in space by using:  
>Azimuth coordinates: position left to right  
>Elevation coordinates: position up and down  
>Distance coordinates: position from observer (How far away). Harder to do accurately 
comapred to others 
-On average, people can localize sounds: – Directly in front of them most accurately  
– To the sides and behind their heads least accurately.  
-Location cues are not contained in the receptor cells like on the retina in vision; thus, 
location for sounds must be calculated. 
 
Cues for Sound Location:  
-Binaural cues - location cues based on the comparison of the signals received by the left and right ears.  
>Interaural level difference (ILD)- difference in sound pressure level reaching the two ears 
-Reduction in intensity occurs for high frequency sounds for the far ear. The head casts an acoustic 
shadow, blocking some sound pressure; do you hear better on right than left.  
-This effect doesn’t occur for low frequency sounds. 
-Processing of interaural disparity cues occurs in the superior olivary complex (SOC); first site of 
binaural interaction:  
>Interaural time difference (ITD); difference between the times sounds reach the two ears: 
-When distance to each ear is the same, there are no differences in time; arrive at same time 
-When the source is to the side of the observer, the times will differ; arrive at diff times 

 
 No diff in ITD 
 
 
ITD: how you locate low pitch sound 
ILD: volume sound 
 
 
 
 
 has to travel more to left ear, means difference in arrival 
time 
Judging Elevation: ILD and ITD are not effective for judgments 
on elevation since in many locations they may be zero - ‘the 

cone of confusion’; won’t be able to tell difference in location. 
 
Monaural Cue for Sound Location (elevation):  
-The pinna and head affect the intensities of frequencies.  



-Measurements have been performed by placing small microphones in ears and comparing the 
intensities of frequencies with those at the sound source.  
>This is a spectral cue since the information for location comes from the spectrum of frequencies. 
 
Nature of pinna cues: -Reflections of high frequencies from the convolutions of the pinnae produce 
elevation and front-back dependent spectral transformations in the sound  
-Pinna spectral transformations are the only cues for vertical sound localisation  
-These effects are the basis of “virtual auditory space” (VAS) technology  
-There are individual differences in pinna size and shape, and thus in the nature of spectral 
transformations 
-Shape of pinna causes spectrualtransmforation of sound in your ear 
-Structured to reflect sound into your auditory canal 
-Shape of ear tells you were sound comes from in terms of elevation 
 
Experiment on Judging Elevation: Hoffman: Experiment investigating spectral cues: 
-Listeners were measured for performance locating sounds differing in elevation.  
-They were then fitted with a mold that changed the shape of their pinnae.  
-Right after the molds were inserted, performance was poor for elevation but was unaffected for 
azimuth.  
-After 19 days, performance for elevation was close to original performance.  
-Once the molds were removed, performance stayed high.  
-This suggests that there might be two different sets of neurons—one for each set of cues. 
*Did test and found that molds blocked certain elevation of pinna, but found that after 19 days. They 
could adapt, so neurons in here are quite plastic. 
 
The Physiological Representation of Auditory Space: Two mechanisms have been proposed for source 
localisation  
1. Narrowly tuned ITD neurons: >They are found in the inferior colliculus and the superior olivary nuclei. 
>This response is a form of specificity coding. 
-ITD in owls is very narrowly and finely tuned, owls can use it to locate prey quickly 
Jeffress Model for narrowly tuned ITD neurons: -These neurons receive signals from 
both ears.  
-Coincidence detectors fire only when signals arrive from both ears simultaneously.  
-Other neurons in the circuit fire to locations corresponding to other ITDs. 
-Neuron 5 has ITD of 0. Fires when there is no time difference. 
 
2. Broadly-tuned ITD neurons: >Research on gerbils indicates that neurons in the 
left hemisphere respond best to sound from the right, and vice versa.  
>Location of sound is indicated by the ratio of responding for two types of neurons.  
>This is a distributed coding system. 
*Found in the prey of species predator wants to eat 
 
 

 


